11(g) is a permutation, and gives a homomorphism of G whose kernel consists of all elements g for which ggijHi = gijH t (all i, j), or g Ç ff/*v (all i, j). But from (1.2.1), C\i,jHi 9i J = 1, and thus the homomorphism is an isomorphism.
Note. Each of the sets H u . . . , gi ni Hi is a system of transitivity of G\ if Ni = C\g^GHi\ then {11(g): g G AM is the subgroup which leaves the system fixed, and {11(g): g Ç il*} is the subgroup which leaves fixed H t .
Two well-known results follow as corollaries. COROLLARY 1. 1.3. The following theorem shows that if a faithful permutation representation of a group G is the Galois group of an equation over R 0 with splitting field K, then every faithful permutation representation G of G is the Galois group of some equation, also with splitting field K. THEOREM 
Let K be a field such that ®(K) = G. Let G be any faithful permutation representation of G\ then there exists an equation ]{x) = 0 with splitting field K and Galois group G.
Proof. In the notation of Theorem 1.2, let H h . . . , H k be the subgroups of G corresponding to the representation G. 
(x).
Similarly, fY tss iN t corresponds to the composite of the splitting fields of 2.1. Let K = Ro(ai) be a non-normal algebraic extension of R 0 , and let f(x) = (x -<xi) . . . (x -a n ) be the minimum polynomial of a\. Let ^ be the splitting field oîf(x) over R 0 .
Let 5 be the automorphism group of K over R 0l and let G be the Galois group of K.
We shall prove a theorem relating the group 5 to the group G; the result was obtained in another form by Loewy (4), but his proof is quite different from the one given here. THEOREM 
Let H be the subgroup of G which has K as fixed field. Then S ~ yi G (H)/H, where 3t G (H) is the normalizer of H in G.

Proof. Let a G yi G (H); a maps ai into one of its conjugates, and thus induces an isomorphism a a \ R §{a\) -• > Ro(aai).
Since H is the subgroup of G which leaves fixed i? 0 («i), aHar 1 is the subgroup of G which leaves fixed Ro(aai). But aHar 1 = iî, and therefore i?o(«i) = i?o(#«i). o*o is thus an automorphism, and a -* a a gives a homomorphism of 3t G (H) into 5.
Let o-G 5; c maps «i to one of its conjugates. All conjugates of «i occur as ga\ for some g G G; let a a be an element of G which carries a\ to o-«i. Since J?o(«i) = i?o(a*ai), H = a v Ha ff~l , and a ff G ^l G (H). The homomorphism is therefore onto. Its kernel consists of all elements a G ^l G (H) for which a a is the identity; that is, H.
Using Theorem 2.1, we obtain a canonical form for the roots of f(x).
Since K is the splitting field of/(
if is the subgroup of G which leaves fixed i?o(«i), and thus ®[f(x)] is the transitive representation where G = H KJ g 2 H \J . . . \J g n H.
Let 5 = {OY. i = 1, . . . , s}. Since o^ai is an element of Ro(ai), it can be written 0i(ai), where <l>i(x) is a polynomial of degree less than n. 0i(«i) is a root of f(x); moreover, any root which can be written as a polynomial in a\ occurs in the set {0i(ai): i = 1, . . . , s}, since such a root gives rise to an automorphism of Ro(a{). Proof. Let a r be a root oif(x) not included in the set 0*(«i). Since /(0*(ai)) = 0,/(#) divides/(0*(#)), and therefore/(0*(a r )) = 0. Thus 0*(a r ) is a root for i = 1, . . . , s. None of these roots is included in the set {0* («i)} ; otherwise, we have that J?o(«i) = i^o(0 f (ai)) = RQ{<j>j{a r )) = Ro(a r ) for some i and j, and this is not so. Continuing until the roots are exhausted, we obtain disjoint sets of the required form.
Let g G G; suppose that g carries 4> k {a r ) into 0^ («*•')• Then g carries the field Ro(<t>k(&r)) = Ro(a r ) onto the field i?o(0fc'(« r ')) = i^o(«rO-Thus it must carry each of the roots 0* (a r ) (i = 1, . . . , s) to one of the roots 0., (a r >) (j = 1, . . . , s) and hence each of the sets {0i(a r )} is a system of imprimitivity.
We have now shown that the roots of f(x) have the form (b) Suppose that every intermediate field between N and Ro has a nontrivial automorphism group over R Qm Let H be a maximal subgroup of ® (N), and let K be the fixed field in N under the automorphisms of H. Let K = R 0 (a), and let/(x), of degree n, be the minimum polynomial of a. Since K has a nontrivial automorphism group over R 0 , K must contain at least one of the conjugates of a (i.e., a is not the only root oif(x) in R 0 (a)).
Suppose that/(#) is not normal; let 5 be the number of its roots which lie in Ro(a). Then the roots of f(x) have the form (2.2.1), and each row is a system of imprimitivity for the Galois group of f(x). Consider the expression Proof, (a) Suppose that f(x) has nilpotent Galois group G, and is not normal. If a is a root, there must be (by Corollary 1) at least one more root of the form <j>(a). Hence by Theorem 2.2, G is imprimitive. But this is impossible, since G is of prime degree. f(x) is therefore normal, and thus cyclic.
(b) If f(x) is cyclic, then it is also nilpotent.
3.1. In this section we give a method enabling us to construct equations with given Abelian group.
Let A be any finite Abelian group. Then A can be written in the following form :
where C Vi *a is the cyclic group of order pfy (p t prime, i = 1, . . . , k). Let m = pi a ij. The arithmetic progression 1, 1 + m, 1 + 2m, . . . includes an infinite number of primes; we select one such prime ir. Similarly, a value of TT is chosen for each pair (i, j) in such a way that all the primes ir are different.
Let € w denote a primitive 7rth root of unity.
The Galois group ®[Ro(e v )] of the 7rth cyclotomic field is cyclic of order w -1. Let s = (ir -l)/m (integral). Then &[Ro(e T )] contains a subgroup S which is cyclic of order s; let B be the subfield of R^(e v ) which is fixed under the automorphisms of S. Then ®{B) C±L ®[Ro(e T )]/S, a cyclic group of order m.
By Gauss' method (2, p. 320) we obtain a primitive element in the field B as0 = e x + e T pm + . . .
, where p is a primitive (ir -l)th congruence root of 1 (mod T). Since all the values of it are different, the composite of all the fields Ro(e^) is a direct product. Hence the composite B of all the fields B is also a direct product; its Galois group is the direct product of the Galois groups of its components, and thus is isomorphic to A.
Let Bij, ira, dij, be the field B and the values of T and 0, respectively, which correspond to the pair (i,j). We consider the expression YliïLfiij m B. Each element 0 tj has pfv conjugates, and thus there are o(A) conjugate expressions of the form 2*X)A/> where 0 t / is some conjugate of Q tj . These expressions are all different since the fields Bij intersect only in R 0 . Thus ^£^0-has degree o(A) over R 0l and is therefore primitive in B. B is normal, and hence the equation Yl(x -YltYlfiij) -0 has group A. Note 1. It is not necessary to use the decomposition of A into cyclic direct factors of prime power order; any decomposition into cyclic direct factors will suffice. The values of m can then be taken as the orders of these cyclic direct factors.
Note 2. The construction yields a field of group A as a subfield of the cyclotomic field of index 11^71-^. It was proved by Kronecker that every Abelian field is a subfield of some cyclotomic field ; however, our construction yields only those Abelian fields which are subfields of cyclotomic fields of square-free index.
Examples, (1)
We construct an equation for the group A ~ C 2 X C 2 (the so-called four-group).
We take itu = 3, 7r i2 = 5. We have that B n = Ro(ez), and therefore 0ii = €3. To find 0i2, we require a primitive 4th congruence root of 1 mod 5; p = 2 is such a value. Thus, 0i 2 = €5 + €5 4 , and the field Ro(ez + €5 + e^) has group A. By finding the conjugates of e 3 + €5 + €5 4 and multiplying, we obtain the corresponding equation as f(x) = x 4 + 4x 3 + 5x 2 + 2x + 4 = 0.
(2) Let i ~ C2 X C 3 . i is isomorphic to the cyclic group of order 6; we therefore immediately have one equation of group A, the 7th cyclotomic equation. We construct another one.
We take TTU = 3, 7r 2 i = 7. Again, 0n = e 3 . For 0 2i , we require a primitive 6th congruence root of 1 mod 7; we set p = 3. Then 0 2 i = €7 + C7 6 , and the field Ro(es + €7 + 67 e ) has group A. The corresponding equation is x 6 + 5x 5 + 8x 4 + 3x 3 + 3x 2 + 30x + 13 = 0.
4.1. In this section we give a method for constructing equations with given group; it is an extension of a method given in (6) for cyclic groups only.
Let K be a normal algebraic extension of Ro, with Galois group G = {ai = 1, <7 2 , . . . , a n }. Then there exists a normal basis for K over R 0 ; that is, an element 6 in K such that cri(0), . . . , a n (6) form a basis for K over R 0 (see 1, p. 66). K can now be considered as a hypercomplex algebra over R 0 with basis elements cri(0), . . . , <r n (d); let yij k (i y j,k = 1, . . . , n) be the structure constants of this algebra, defined by n (7,(0) • (7,(0) = £ 7<A*(0) (T«* e J?o).
*=i
Let/(x) be the normal irreducible polynomial having roots <n (0) Proof, Letai denote 0^(0) (i = 1, . . . , n). (1) and (2) follow immediately from the associativity and commutativity of K. (3) Let Y.i a ir \ r is rational and non-zero. The set {ajr: i = 1, . . . , n) is then also a normal basis for K, and we can replace 6 by 6/r. We assume that this has been done; i.e., 0 is so chosen that £*o-* (0) (4)).
Let <t>(ai, . . . , a n ) be any symmetric polynomial in «i, . . . , a n . By repeated application of the multiplication law, 0(«i, . . . , a n ) = Y,i a i(^) a u where each di(T) can be calculated as a polynomial in the elements of I\ For any given r, there is a permutation a r in G a which carries 1 to r, as G a is transitive. We have that £iai(r)a< = 0(ai, ...,«") = 0(a<, r i, . . . , a,,») = £ f fli((7 r rK ri = S^<(r)a^ri. Equating coefficients of a T , a T (T) = ai(T) ; this is true for all r, and thus 0(«i, . . . , a n ) = ai(T)J2i<Xi = #i(r) (see the proof of Lemma 4.1, (3) 
1). From the values y if, a certain polynomial fix) can be obtained) if the values y t k are such that this polynomial is irreducible, its Galois group is G".
Proof. Let xi, . . . , x n be arbitrary symbols which are multiplied according to the law x t Xj = J^k7ij k Xk', let A be the hypercomplex algebra over the rationals having these symbols as basis elements. From (4.1.1), (1) and (2), A is associative and commutative.
As previously, let V be the 3-dimensional array of n z rational numbers y tj k (i, j, k = 1, . . . , n), and let #(xi, . . . , x n ) be any symmetric polynomial in Xi, . . . , From (4.LI), (3), (Ei*<)^i = E<E*7<A* = £*«**** =3; thus, (£,*,) is an identity 1 in A. Let J? 0 be the subset of A given by {ri: r G i£ 0 }. Since 1 is an identity, R 0 c^ i? 0 , and thus 5 0 is a field, /(#) is a polynomial over this field.
Suppose that/(x) is irreducible over R 0 -, then fix) is irreducible over R 0 . Since /(xi) = 0, 1, Xi, . . . , Xi w_1 form a basis for the extension field Ro(xi). As these elements are linearly independent over R 0 > they are linearly independent over R 0 also. They all belong to A, and A is of order n; hence, they form a basis for A, and therefore A = R 0 (xi). As x 2 , . . . , x w also belong to A, it is a splitting field for/(x). A is of order n over R 0 , and thus \®(A/R Q )\ = w. But by (4.1.1), (4), any permutation a 6 G a of Xi, . . . , x n yields an automorphism of 4 over i? 0 ; hence,
Under the isomorphism R 0 c^R 0j the polynomial/(x) is carried to /(x). Thus the splitting field of fix) is isomorphic to the splitting field of fix), the roots of f{x) being carried to the roots of fix).
n s n {T) depends only on the order of G and not on its structure; the s t iY) are known polynomials in the n z unknowns Y*A Also, conditions (4.1.1), (1), (2), and (3) do not involve the structure of G. The equation fix) = 0 is therefore a general form for equations of this type having group of order n, provided V is such that fix) is irreducible and that conditions (1), (2) , and (3) are satisfied. The structure of the group is then imposed on the general equation by condition (4). 4.4. The conditions of (4.1.1) can be simplified considerably. Let T t = [YZ/L C k = [Y*/L and let P a be the (n X n) matrix obtained by applying the permutation a to the columns of the identity matrix. Also, let ai be the permutation in G a which carries 1 to i\ we have that G a = {a^ i = 1, . . . , n}.
Conditions (l)-(4) can now be shown to be equivalent to the following set: For a given group of order n we can thus write the conditions as Diophantine equations in the \n(n + 1) variables required to write a general symmetric (n X n) matrix G-Condition (b) yields n linear equations, condition (c) enables us to write down the matrices C k (k -2, . . . , n), and condition (d) yields \{yi -l) 2 (n -2) quadratic equations. Particular solutions for G can be obtained, if solutions exist, by programming the Diophantine equations for a computer. Clearly, the number of equations increases very rapidly with n; the method is therefore only practicable for small groups. 4.5. When a matrix G has been obtained satisfying conditions (4.4.1), we wish to compute/(x). This can be done either directly, following the method of proof of Theorem 4.3, or by using the following result. ' is the result of applying the permutation at to the first row of (Ti) r . As i runs from 1 to n, each element of the first row appears in the first place exactly once.
We have that S r+ il = Y^i x % r+l -£*(w&< (r+1) )'#î equating coefficients of Xi, Sr+i = Li m ii (r+1) « Thus 5 r+ i is the sum of the elements appearing in the first place as i runs from 1 to n, or the sum of the elements in the first row of (TiY.
When the values of S r have been obtained for r = 1, . . . , n using this lemma, the values of s r can be obtained from Newton's equations, fix) can then be tested for reducibility by Kronecker's method. 
